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OF TIME TECHNOLOGICAL CHAINS 
 
Konoplianchenko Ie., Ph.D, Assoc. Prof., Kolodnenko V., SNAU, Sumy 
 
In modern industrial conditions different operations are carried out in 
different conditions, and consequently, with their various duration. Operation 
synchronization at large engineering distinction of producing items is especially 
difficult and in many cases even impossible.  At different duration each pair of 
adjacent operations absorbs or accumulates stock, if it is not available item storage 
or equipment standstill will be observed. Stock storage needs interpreting stores. 
However, store using essentially contradicts the requirement of manufacture 
continuity because the industrial areas and production cycle duration increase. 
Time of running a production process is production cycle characterized by 
length of, idle time values of equipment and wait time of parts in the production. 
All three features, in particularities two last, powerfully hang from the value of 
maximum length of one of the operations, from average length of all operations 
and from degrees of asynchronous length of operations. Changing an organization 
of moving the products during constantly brings about one and same results: 
changes a total idle time values of equipment, changes duration of production 
cycle, and changes a total wait time of items that brings about work-in process 
change. The analysis of time structures of technological processes has allowed 
choosing typical structures, which are appropriate to various kinds of specialization 
of manufacture. The interrelation of time, reliability and cost parameters is 
considered and the ways of optimization of time technological chains are specified. 
Our team  is designed standard time structures. This structure-modulas are 
programmed on the certain economic effect, which value depends on amounts of 
production restrictions and spectrum to realization a structure on the concrete 
enterprise.  Elements are presented by mathematical models, for the determination 
of output parameters which designed in algorithm and software. Using these 
modulas possible to decide a direct problem. To lead a rational technological 
system building, on output which it is necessary to get a given economic effect. As 
well as decide inverse problem to define a potential of existing structure and 
indicate ways of optimization. For rational organization of production must 
together assess the impact of all the  process  time elements, economic 
performance and reliability of operation, due to the effects of minimization.  
The practical significance of the results is that the method of synthesis of 
rational choices assembly of technological processes, allowing production in 
preparation categorize existing time structures options and to determine through 
rational designed algorithm. Using mathematical models of equipment downtime 
and inter-operation time lying on the basis of standard time structures, there is the 
ability to predict the effect of the operation of the building system under real 
production conditions, taking into account the dynamics of the process of drafting. 
 
